
CSCI 5980: NLP with Deep Learning

Lecture 14: Graph Neural Nets

Dongyeop Kang, University of Minnesota

Many slide are borrowed from:
- GNN class by Jure Leskovec, 
- Graph Neural Networks for Natural Language Processing: A Survey, Wu et al., 2021
- Graph Neural Networks in NLP, Ivan Titov



Announcement
❑ Project midterm report due: November 10 November 17
❑ Homework #2 due: November 17
❑ Next lectures:

o VAEs, GANs, Diffusion, etc.
❑ Final project presentation schedule:
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Graphs in NLP
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Graphs in NLP

❑Dependency graphs, constituency graphs, AMR 
graphs, IE graphs, and knowledge graphs 

❑Text graph containing multiple hierarchies of 
elements, i.e. document, sentence and word
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Can we inject prior knowledge about 
language or world into NLP models or 

model hierarchical text structure?



Existing Graph Based Methods for NLP
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[Mihalcea and Radev, 2011]

❑ Random Walk
o Generate random paths, one can obtain a stationary distribution 

over all the nodes in a graph, e.g., semantic similarity of texts,
❑ Graph Clustering

o Spectral clustering, random walk clustering and min-cut clustering
❑ Graph Matching

o Compute the similarity between two graphs for textual entailment 
task 

❑ Label Propagation
o Propagate labels from labeled data points to unlabeled data points
o E.g., word-sense disambiguation, sentiment analysis



GNNs: A Brief History
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Year 2016, 2017 
First GRU-based Modern 
GNNs paper: GGNN
First graph convolution-based 
paper GCN

Year 2017-2021 
A series of Message Passage 
(MPNN, GraphSage, GIN), Attention-
based (GAT), Unsupervised GNNs 
(GraphAutoencoder, graph-infomax)

Year 2019-2021 
GNNs–based applications, 
such as search, 
Recommendation, drug 
discovery, NLP, intelligent 
Transport… 

Year 2021 -
Transformer + GNNs
?

Year 2009 
First GNNs Paper 
(Scarselli et al., 2009)



Node Embeddings
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Shallow Embedding
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qO(|V|) parameters are needed
qInherently “transductive” (no 

embeddings for unseen nodes)
qDo not incorporate node 

features



But networks are far more complex!

❑ Arbitrary size and complex topological structure (i.e., no 
spatial locality like grids)

❑No fixed node ordering or reference point 
❑Often dynamic and have multimodal features
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Graph Neural Net: Basic Model
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❑ Key idea: Generate node embeddings based on local neighborhoods.



Neighborhood Aggregation

❑ Intuition: Network neighborhood defines a computation graph
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(1) Define a neighborhood 
aggregation function

(2) Define a loss function on the 
embeddings, 𝐿(𝑍!)
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(3) Train on a set of nodes, i.e., 
a batch of computation graphs
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(4) Generate embeddings for nodes as needed, 
even for nodes we never trained on!



Inductive Capability

❑ The same aggregation parameters are shared for all nodes: 
o The number of model parameters is sublinear in |V| and we can 

generalize to unseen nodes!
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Inductive Capability: New Graphs

❑ E.g., train on protein interaction graph from model organism A and 
generate embeddings on newly collected data about organism B
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Inductive node embedding Generalize to entirely unseen graphs



Inductive Capability: New Nodes

❑Many application settings constantly encounter previously unseen nodes: 
o E.g., Reddit, YouTube, Google Scholar

❑ Need to generate new embeddings “on the fly”
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GNN Layer
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𝑋!
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Layer-1

Layer-2

𝑍!

(1) Define a neighborhood 
aggregation function

Average messages from 
neighbors and apply neural net



A Single GNN Layer

❑Compress a set of vectors into a single vector 
o (1) Message and (2) Aggregation
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(1) Message Computation

❑ Intuition: Each node will create a 
message, which will be sent to 
other nodes later
o E.g., A Linear Layer
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(2) Aggregation

❑ Intuition: Each node will 
aggregate the messages from 
node v’s neighbors
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o E.g., Sum(⋅), Mean(⋅) or Max(⋅)



Aggregate messages from neighbors and apply neural net
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Graph Filters
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Learning node embeddings
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𝒉!" = 𝑓#$%&'( (𝐴, 𝐻")*)

Graph filter : 
spectral/spatial/attentio
n/recurrent-based

Adjacency matrix 
(input graph) Current Input 

node embeddings
Updated Input 
node embeddings



Popular Graph Filters
q Spectral-based Graph Filters 

q GCN (Kipf & Welling, ICLR 2017) 
q Chebyshev-GNN (Defferrard et al. NIPS 2016)

q Spatial-based Graph Filters 
q MPNN (Gilmer et al. ICML 2017) 
q GraphSAGE (Hamilton et al. NIPS 2017) 
q GIN (Xu et al. ICLR 2019) 

q Attention-based Graph Filters 
q GAT (Velickovic et al. ICLR 2018) 

q Recurrent-based Graph Filters 
q GGNN (Li et al. ICLR 2016)
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𝒉!" = 𝑓#$%&'( (𝐴, 𝐻")*)



Graph Convolution Networks (GCN)
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❑ How to write this as Message + Aggregation?

T. Kipf, M. Welling. Semi-Supervised Classification with Graph Convolutional Networks, ICLR 2017

spectral convolution on graphs



Graph Convolution Networks (GCN)

❑Message: 
o Each Neighbor:

❑ Aggregation: 
o Sum over messages from neighbors, then apply activation
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Normalized by node degree 
(In the GCN paper they use a 
slightly different normalization)

In GCN graph is assumed to 
have self-edges that are 
included in the summation

spectral convolution on graphs



Graph-SAGE

❑ How to write this as Message + Aggregation?
o Message is computed within the AGG ()
o Two-stage aggregation:

Ø Stage 1: Aggregate from node neighbors

Ø Stage 2: Further aggregate over the node itself
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Hamilton et al. Inductive Representation Learning on Large Graphs, NeurIPS 2017

graph convolutions as a message passing process



GraphSAGE: Neighbor Aggregation
❑Mean: Take a weighted average of neighbors
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❑ Pool: Transform neighbor vectors and apply symmetric vector function 
Mean(⋅) or Max(⋅)

❑ LSTM: Apply LSTM to reshuffled of neighbors

graph convolutions as a message passing process



Graph Attention Networks (GAT)

In GCN / GraphSAGE
❑ 𝛼"# =

$
|&(")|

is the weighting factor (importance) of node 𝑢’s message to 
node 𝑣

❑ 𝛼"# is defined explicitly based on the structural properties of the graph 
(node degree)

❑ All neighbors 𝑢 ∈ 𝑁(𝑣) are equally important to node 𝑣
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Velickovic et al., ICLR 2018; Vaswani et al., NIPS 2017

dynamically learn the weights (attention scores) on the edges when performing message passing



Graph Attention Networks (GAT)

Not all node’s neighbors are equally important
❑ The attention 𝜶𝒗𝒖 focuses on the important parts of the input data and 

fades out the rest. 
❑Which part of the data is more important depends on the context and is 

learned through training.
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Velickovic et al., ICLR 2018; Vaswani et al., NIPS 2017

dynamically learn the weights (attention scores) on the edges when performing message passing



Graph Attention Networks (GAT)

❑ (1) Let 𝜶 compute attention coefficients 𝒆𝒗𝒖 across pairs of nodes 𝒖, 𝒗
based on their messages:
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Velickovic et al., ICLR 2018; Vaswani et al., NIPS 2017

dynamically learn the weights (attention scores) on the edges when performing message passing

o 𝒆𝒗𝒖 indicates the importance of 𝒖’s message to node 𝒗



❑Normalize 𝒆𝒗𝒖 into the final attention weight 𝜶𝒗𝒖
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Graph Attention Networks (GAT)
dynamically learn the weights (attention scores) on the edges when performing message passing

❑Weighted sum based on the final attention weight 𝜶𝒗𝒖



Multi-head attention: Stabilizes the learning process of attention mechanism
❑ Create multiple attention scores (each replica with a different set of 

parameters):
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Graph Attention Networks (GAT)
dynamically learn the weights (attention scores) on the edges when performing message passing

❑ Outputs are aggregated:
o By CONCAT or SUM



GAT: Benefits

Allows for (implicitly) specifying different importance values (𝜶𝒗𝒖 ) to different neighbors 
❑ Computationally efficient: 

o Computation of attentional coefficients can be parallelized across all edges
o Aggregation may be parallelized across all nodes 

❑ Storage efficient: 
o Sparse matrix operations do not require more than O(V+E) entries to be stored 
o Fixed number of parameters, irrespective of graph size 

❑ Localized: 
o Only attends over local network neighborhoods 

❑ Inductive capability: 
o It is a shared edge-wise mechanism 
o It does not depend on the global graph structure
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GNN Layer in Practice
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GNN Layer in Practice

Many modern deep learning modules can be 
incorporated into a GNN layer
❑ Batch Normalization: 

o Stabilize neural network training 
❑ Dropout: 

o Prevent overfitting 
❑ Attention/Gating: 

o Control the importance of a message 
❑More: 

o Any other useful deep learning modules
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Stacking GNN Layers
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The standard way: Stack GNN 
layers sequentially 

❑ Input: Initial raw node feature 𝑥#:

❑ Output: Node embeddings 
ℎ#
(%) after 𝐿 GNN layers



Over-smoothing problem in Stacking Many GNNs
❑ Over-smoothing problem: all the node embeddings converge to the same value
❑ Receptive field: the set of nodes that determine the embedding of a node of 

interest
❑ Stack many GNN layers → nodes will have highly-overlapped receptive fields →

node embeddings will be highly similar → suffer from the over-smoothing problem
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Design GNN Layer Connectivity

❑ Lesson 1: Be cautious when adding GNN layers 
o Unlike NN in other domains, adding more GNN layers do not always 

help
o Step 1: Analyze the necessary receptive field to solve your problem
o Step 2: Set number of GNN layers 𝐿 to be a bit more than the 

receptive field we like. Do not set 𝑳 to be unnecessarily large!

❑Question: How to enhance the expressive power of a GNN, if 
the number of GNN layers is small?
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Expressive Power for Shallow GNNs
❑ Solution 1: Increase the expressive power within each GNN 

layer 
o In our previous examples, each transformation or aggregation 

function only include one linear layer 
o We can make aggregation / transformation become a deep neural 

network!
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Expressive Power for Shallow GNNs
❑ Solution 2: Add layers that do not pass messages 

o A GNN does not necessarily only contain GNN layers 
o E.g., add MLP layers (applied to each node) before and after 

GNN layers, as pre-process layers and post-process layers
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Pre-processing layers: Important when encoding node features is 
necessary. E.g., when nodes represent images/text

Post-processing layers: Important when reasoning / transformation over 
node embeddings are needed E.g., graph/text classification

In practice, adding these layers works great!



Design GNN Layer Connectivity
❑ Lesson 2: Add skip connections in GNNs

o Observation from over-smoothing: Node embeddings in earlier GNN layers can 
sometimes better differentiate nodes 

o Solution: We can increase the impact of earlier layers on the final node 
embeddings, by adding shortcuts in GNN
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Why do skip connections work?
❑ Intuition: Skip connections create a mixture of models 

o 𝑁 skip connections 2' possible paths 
o Each path could have up to 𝑁 modules
o We automatically get a mixture of shallow 

GNNs and deep GNNs
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=

Veit et al. Residual Networks Behave Like Ensembles of Relatively Shallow Networks, ArXiv 2016

Conventional 3-block residual network Unraveled view 

Simpler version: The 
final layer directly 

aggregates from the all 
the node embeddings in 

the previous layers



How does GNNs compare to prominent 
architectures such as CNN and Transformers?
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CNN layer with 3x3 filter
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CNN formulation:

𝑁(𝑣) represents the 8 neighbor pixels of 𝑣.



CNN vs GNN

Key difference: We can learn different 𝑊(
) ( for different “neighbor” 𝑢 for pixel 𝑣 on the 

image, in an order for the 9 neighbors using relative position to the center pixel: {(-1,-1), 
(-1,0), (-1, 1), …, (1, 1)}
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CNN formulation:

GNN formulation:



CNN vs GNN

Key difference: We can learn different 𝑊(
) ( for different “neighbor” 𝑢 for pixel 𝑣 on the 

image, in an order for the 9 neighbors using relative position to the center pixel: {(-1,-1). (-
1,0), (-1, 1), …, (1, 1)}
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CNN formulation:

GNN formulation:
CNN can be seen as a special GNN with 

fixed neighbor size and ordering



Transformer

❑ Self-attention : Every token/word 
attends to all the other tokens/words 
via matrix calculation
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I Love NLP and Graph



Transformer vs GNN
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I Love NLP and Graph

I

Love NLP

and Graph

Transformer layer can be seen se a special GNN 
that runs on a fully-connected "word” graph! 



Graph  Construction from Text
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Why Constructing Graph from Text?

❑Representation power: graph > sequence > bag
❑Different graphs capture different aspects of the text 

(e.g., semantics, syntax) 
❑Static vs dynamic graph construction
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Text



Static Graph Construction: Syntactic Parser
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Text input: 
“are there ada jobs 

outside Austin”

Dependency 
parser

Constituency 
parser

Text input: 
“Paul’s description 

of himself: a fighter” AMR
parser



Static Graph Construction: IE Graph
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Text input: 
“Paul, a renowned 
computer scientist, 
grew up in Seattle. 

He attended 
Lakeside School.”

OpenIE and 
Coreference



Static Graph Construction: Co-occurrence Graph
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Text input: 
“To be, or not to 

be: …”

Co-occurrence 
matrix

Co-occurrence 
graph



Static Graph Construction: Application-driven Graph
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Ding et al. “Cognitive Graph for Multi-Hop Reading Comprehension at Scale”. ACL 2019.



Dynamic Graph Construction: Overview
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Graph structure (adjacency matrix) learning on the fly, joint with graph representation learning

Learning a weighted adjacency matrix by computing the 
pair-wise node similarity in the embedding space



Similarity Metric Functions
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Chen at al. “Reinforcement Learning Based Graph-to-Sequence Model for Natural Question Generation”. ICLR 2020
Chen et al. “Iterative Deep Graph Learning for Graph Neural Networks: Better and Robust Node Embeddings”. NeurIPS 2021.

Cosine-based:
Attention-based:



Dynamic Graph Construction: Overview
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Graph structure (adjacency matrix) learning on the fly, joint with graph representation learning

Fully-connected graph is computationally expensive and 
might introduce noise → Enforcing sparsity



Graph Sparsification Options

❑ 1) KNN-style Sparsification

❑ 2) epsilon-neighborhood Sparsification

❑ 3) graph Regularization
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Graph Representation Learning 
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Graph Types Homogeneous Multi-relational Heterogeneous
# of node types 1 1 > 1

# of edge types 1 > 1 >= 1



Homogeneous GNNs
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Graph Types Homogeneous

# of node types 1

# of edge types 1

GCN 
GAT 
GraphSAGE
GGNN 
…



How to Handle Edge Direction Information?

❑ Edge direction is important (e.g., BiLSTM, 
BERT) 

❑Common strategies for handling directed 
graphs 
o a) Message passing only along directed 

edges (e.g., GAT, GGNN) 
o b) Regarding edge directions as edge types 

(i.e., adding “reverse” edges) 
o c) Bidirectional GNNs
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Bidirectional GNNs for Directed Graphs

❑Run multi-hop backward/forward GNN on 
the graph

❑Concatenate backward/forward node 
embeddings at last hop
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Xu et al. “Graph2Seq: Graph to Sequence Learning with Attention-based Neural Networks”. 2018.



Multi-relational GNNs

❑ 1) Including relation-specific 
transformation parameters in GNN 

❑ 2) Including edge embeddings in GNN
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Graph Types Multi-relational

# of node types 1

# of edge types > 1



R-GNN: (1) Including relation-specific 
transformation parameters 
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Standard GNN

R-GNN

1) relation -specific transformation, e.g., node 
feature transformation, attention weight …

2) aggregation per 
relation-specific subgraph



R-GNN: (2) Including Edge Embeddings
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Variant 1) Include edge embeddings in message passing

Variant 2) Update edge embedding in message passing



Heterogeneous GNNs

Meta-path based Heterogeneous GNNs (HAN)
❑ Step 1) type-specific node feature transformation

❑ Step 2) node-level aggregation along each meta path

❑ Step 3) meta-path level aggregation
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Wang et al. “Heterogeneous Graph Neural Networks for Extractive Document Summarization”. ACL 2020.
Yun et al. Graph Transformer Networks, NeurIPS 2019



Applications in NLP
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Information Extraction: Sequence-to-Graph
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OneIE [Lin et al., ACL2020] framework extracts the information graph from a given 
sentence in four steps: encoding, identification, classification, and decoding



Temporal Complex Event Schema Composition

❑ Schemas are the hidden knowledge 
to control instance graph generation 

❑ Step 1. Event Node Generation 
❑ Step 2. Message Passing
❑ Step 3. Argument Node Generation 
❑ Step 4. Relation Edge Generation 
❑ Step 5. Temporal Edge Generation
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[Li et al., 2021]



Semantic Role Labeling
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Encoding Sentences with Graph Convolutional Networks for Semantic Role Labeling, 2017



Machine Translation with Syntactic GCNs
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Graph Convolutional Encoders for Syntax-aware Neural Machine Translation, 2017



Multi-Hop Reading Comprehension: WikiHop
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Welbl et al. Constructing Datasets for Multi-hop Reading Comprehension Across Documents. TACL’18



Conversational Machine Comprehension
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Chen et al. GraphFlow: Exploiting Conversation Flow with Graph Neural 
Networks for Conversational Machine Comprehension IJCAI’20

Focus shift & Coreference



Discourse/Coreference for Summarization
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Extractive Summarization Considering Discourse and Coreference 
Relations based on Heterogeneous Graph, EACL 2021



Graph-to-Sequence generation

❑GNNs encode structured data produce text, e.g.:
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Meaning representations (e.g., AMR, logical 
form, SQL) to natural language sentences

Scene graphs for images to captions

Source code summarisation

Song, Zhang, Wang, GIldea (ACL 2018), Marcheggiani
and Perez-Beltrachini (INLG 2018), Xu, Wu , Wang, Feng, 
Sheinin (EMNLP 2018),… 

Yang, Tang, Zhang, Cai (CVPR 2019),….

Fernandes, Allamanis, Brockschmidt (ICLR 2019)



Graphs → Transformers and Self-Supervision
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Graphormer:
centrality encoding, spatial encoding, and edge encoding
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Do Transformers Really Perform Bad for Graph Representation?, NeurIPS 2021
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Pure Transformers are Powerful Graph Learners. NeurIPS 2022

2D grid data
(image, video)

1D sequence data
(language, audio)

1 2 3 4

tokens

tokens

1,1 1,2 1,3 3,3… Graph-structured data
(molecules, networks, algorithmic data structures, …)

tokens?

Tokenized Graph Transformer (TokenGT)



Tokenized Graph Transformer (TokenGT)
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Pure Transformers are Powerful Graph Learners. NeurIPS 2022



Tokenized Graph Transformer (TokenGT)
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Pure Transformers are Powerful Graph Learners. NeurIPS 2022



Self-supervision (Subgraph-masking) in Graphs
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Self-Supervised Graph Transformer on Large-Scale Molecular Data, NeurIPS 2020



Conclusion

❑Graph can naturally encode complex information efficiently.
❑Dynamic graph construction are largely underexplored! 

o How to effectively combine advantages of static graph and dynamic graph? 
o How to construct heterogeneous dynamic graph? 
o how to convert text sequence into the best graph (directed, multi-relation, 

heterogeneous)?
❑GNNs + Transformer
❑ Pretraining GNNs for NLP
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Expressivity of GNNs
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Expressivity of GNNs

❑Roughly: GNNs are Turing universal (roughly) if 
o aggregation and message functions are “sufficiently expressive” 
o nodes can distinguish each other (non-anonymity)
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Maron, Fetaya, Segol, and Lipman, 2019
Keriven and Peyre, 2019, Loukas, 2020 

Given that we learn GNNs with SGD from finite-size datasets the 
universality results are not so practically relevant (?)

What about what is not learnable with a given architecture?



What is not learnable?
❑Anonymity: 

o A large difference depending on whether nodes can distinguish each 
other and not
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Morris, Ritzert, Fey, Hamilton, Lenssen, Rattan, and Grohe (AAAI 2018) 
Xu, Hu, Leskovec, and Jegelka (ICLR 2019)

What does red node 
know about topology?

Picture from Loukas (ICLR 2020)



What is not learnable?
❑Anonymity: 

o A large difference depending on whether nodes can distinguish each 
other and not
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Morris, Ritzert, Fey, Hamilton, Lenssen, Rattan, and Grohe (AAAI 2018) 
Xu, Hu, Leskovec, and Jegelka (ICLR 2019)

What does red node 
know about topology?

Picture from Loukas (ICLR 2020)



GraphSAGE: L2 Normalization

❑ Optional: Apply 𝐿+ normalization to ℎ"
(,) at every layer

❑Without 𝐿+ normalization, the embedding vectors have different scales 
(𝐿+ -norm) for vectors 

❑ In some cases (not always), normalization of embedding results in 
performance improvement 

❑ After 𝐿+ normalization, all vectors will have the same 𝐿+ -norm
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graph convolutions as a message passing process


